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s actually lived. Stanley reminds us that selecting to follow and obey God when life is hard could
be both the toughest and most sensible thing we’on a far more intimate level than ever
before.no matter what which means.s taught all his existence affected the way he’As trusted
pastor Dr.In this new book from Dr. Charles Stanley, he looks his readers in the attention and
says, This is one way my faith spent some time working for me at most challenging occasions of
my entire life and how it offers led me to the victories God got in store for me. As Dr. Stanley
appears back over his extended life of ministry, he's now ready to talk about how his personal
faith options directed his every step. He shares how God walked with him through his most
challenging times as a pastor when he confronted internal conflict in a church he’ He bravely
shares painful family issues that brought him to his knees and taught him to look to God for
answers when lifestyle wasn’d led for years.t simple and trite answers didn’t function. Dr.
Charles Stanley comes to the old age of his life, he's ready to share his personal story—ll ever do.
As Dr. Stanley displays on the biblical teachings that have led him through his difficulties and
joys, he usually comes back to the principle: Do what God says is certainly right and leave the
consequences to Him— As he walks us through his good and the bad, he shares how the biblical
principles he’
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Encouraged to Live Courageously When we got married, we produced a commitment to follow
god, the father and also have the Bible because the base of our lives. The more committed we
became, the harder lifestyle pressed. You will definitely love this particular book of faith. Today I
really understand. Everything made no sense specifically since we understood we were following
the Lord. The Lord use everything: every drop of bloodstream, every drop of sweat, every hurtful
cry, every unpleasant groan, every lonely night, every horrible insult, and every single attack of
the enemy. I noticed Dr. He is the best Minister and speaker I have ever watched on TV. The Lord
has assured us that great would come from all of this, but I have become therefore weary that
the idea of another month or yr of these trials brought deep despair.Thank God meant for
moving Dr. Stanley to write this reserve. It has actually lifted and encouraged my soul out of
despair. I cannot express how desperately I needed this encouragement. Dr. Five Stars Stanley is
a good Christian writer. It takes a brave soul, strengthened in Christ, to speak so plainly about
intimate details of his life and how he trusted the Lord. I know he's a man of God, but until I
browse this book, I had no idea just how much he humbles himself before God and waits on God
for each decision in his life. We lost comfort and plunged into poverty. Stanley on TV, I wondered
about a few of the issues he alluded to, but didn't elaborate on. Stanley is raw, tender, beautiful,
and intensely transparent. Great read overall. I wish I possibly could express this enough. I wish
I had the money to give this book to everyone I meet. I think this book is fantastic. Stanley’s life
and this reserve are:1. He demonstrates how much prayer impacted his lifestyle, ministry, and
those around him.2. He intertwined his life tale with exhortations to go after God.3. You do not
have to become gifted, or talented, or highly intelligent to be utilized by God, you just have to
have a heart for God.7. God used other people to impact his walk of faith.5. He was not born a
saint. God's tale through Charles Stanley This book offers you an opportunity to know th real
Charles Stanley, the struggles, the challenges, the victories. Occasionally you observe godly
person and think these were always this way, but Dr. Stanley demonstrates there is a process
and that God is the one that takes you through that process. We just have to give the Lord His
amount of time in prayer.6. non-e of your suffering is definitely wasted. Nevertheless, we had
faith that He was functioning it all together once and for all and we kept plowing ahead. The Lord
will use everything.4. You cannot go through this book and not feel encouraged to walk by faith.
It really is just impossible. You may be fired up to pursue your calling!Dr. This book rocks !,
encouraging and heartfelt. If you get this publication, you should understand what it must have
experienced like for him to sit at your toes of a great man of God. You will just soak it up. The
lessons and stories he gives in this publication will help direct you for the rest of your life.
Fabulous read for individuals who love Christ, Dr. Stanley, or want to learn more about the
Christian existence. We thought we had been alone inside our struggles and that struggling in
our faith was a sign of spiritual weakness and immaturity. If we persevere, we will see the
wondrous power of our God. What a man of God! Viewing Dr.. Awesome Plainly written.. That
place him in a class by himself. American pulpits are filled with spineless men called preachers
piecing together large churches but they don't have the conviction and courage of Charles
Stanley. Stanley go through his trials and god, the father using it all once and for all is truly
priceless. A Beautiful Book Many times, as I paid attention to Dr. Pastor Stanley uncovered many
insights about his youth and commitment to God. Not really everything God known as him to
accomplish was easy, but constantly led to a blessing in the end. Adversity may be the Lord's
perfect device that He uses when making Christ-likeness in us. He described recently that he
didn't want to buy to seem as if he was bragging when he described being blessed with
techniques he couldn't have even imagined. I'm so happy he decided to share a few of the



details of those blessings, and also authoring his early existence, the path to his ministry, and his
human relationships with family members. I am filled with respect and admiration for this man
Truly Called by GOD Considering all the books that I've read compiled by Dr Stanley, which are
many, I believe this is his top. There are a few things theologically in which I do not agree with
him, however I have tremendous respect because of this strong guy of GOD. In this publication
he tells the tale of his life in detail.In the last few months, things have been getting close to the
breaking stage. Stanley get down on his knees on National TV and pray for this nation. Stanley on
Television and have read some of his books and devotionals. I believe it's a publication that
everyone would benefit from reading. You won't regret buying it I love Charles Stanley. Even
while I create today, the trials are the hardest they will have ever been and I am experiencing
agony that I by no means thought the Lord would enable us to go through. Stanley spoke about
spending six times along with his grandfather and just how much that quality time greatly
influenced his lifestyle. I desire I had a father like him. An inspirational book I came across this
wonderful book filled with insight and motivation. I have already been listening and watching Dr
Stanley for several years.definitely read this book as well! I have learned so quite definitely by
studying The Word with Dr. Stanley's assistance year after year. I highly recommend this reserve
to anyone who's looking for motivation to "Obey God and leave all the effects to Him". He
previously to grow in his walk in the Lord just like everybody else. You learn how God works in
different situations, good and bad and how exactly we should trust Him. You find out life isn't
always easy and things don't always come out the way we want them to but that ultimately God
is usually faithful and knows what is best. You learn through Charles Stanley's life that it is best
to obey God and keep all the consequences to Him. I recommend that you go through your Bible
first of all and when you have enough time.. I have been viewing Dr. Stanley is an excellent guy
of God. It had been great to get to understand him better through this tale of his journey,
business lead by God to become among the best cherished pastors in America. Five Stars
Excellent book from A Godly man. Encouraging And Uplifting I would recommend this reserve to
anyone who requirements encouragement and courage to be obedient and desires fellowship
with god, the father. Blessing in obedience. Extremely enlightening very positive and Godly. Not
wordy. Our book golf club choose it and I'm glad they did. Very nice book of faith. Dr... We lost
romantic relationships with family and friends. There are positive insights on starting your walk
with Christ as a new child of God... My Mother over time has received a lot of wisdom and wish
from Charles Stanley, she was elated to get this book as she recovers from a fall. Charles
Stanley's life story kept me very interested, from . And, god, the father provided and protected in
every instance!. Charles Stanley's life story kept me personally very interested, from begin to
end. He overcame some very difficult obstacles, because of his mother's and grandfather's
presence and impact in his life. He's a man really called by GOD. I believe this book is fantastic.
Pastor Stanley uncovered many insights about his youth ...My Favorite factors of Dr. It is very
convicting. There were many Bible references that he found in telling his tale. This book isn't just
a biography. It is the true story of a God fearing preacher and evangelist that follows the Lord as
best as humanly possible. Pastor Stanley weaves together the tales of his lifestyle and the love of
Christ in wonderful fashion. I recommend this book for new Christians and previous Christians.
My Mother through the years has received a lot of . Additionally, there are insights for people
that claim true faith in Christ on Sunday and in Satan Monday-Saturday.This book is such a gem
and an incredible source of encouragement. That's just not true! I study from him.
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